Large Acorn finial fowler triggerguard ................... #TG-Fowl-LA-B or I
Larger than other 'guards, from the pre-Revolutionary War era.

#TG-Fowl-LA-B triggerguard, wax cast brass only $29.99
#TG-Fowl-LA-I triggerguard, wax cast steel only $22.99

English flint fowling gun stock

Flint fowling gun stock, pre-inlet for 20 gauge 42" barrel:
Our fowling gun fullstock is an example of our best workmanship, precision pre-inlet and shaped on Allen's Patent 5 axis pantograph. Inlet for our round faced L&R Queen Anne flint lock, wide fowler buttplate, curled trigger and plate, and any of several triggerguards. The forend is square ahead of the lock panels, to allow easy drilling of barrel and rod pipe retaining pins. Pre-inlet for our 20 gauge tapered octagon-to-round 42" fowler barrel, the barrel inlet is so crisp that the wedding bands are clearly visible in the barrel channel. Make the square cuts behind the plug, for a snap fit. Walnut is the traditional choice for an English fowling gun.

#Stk-Fowl-E-M1 stock, fowling gun, maple, plain only $235.00
#Stk-Fowl-E-M3 stock, fowling gun, maple, fancy only $265.00
#Stk-Fowl-E-W1 stock, fowling gun, black walnut only $300.00

See full size photos in the triggerguard section of the catalog.

Gun Makers ask:
Can I hand fit your Colerain 44" fowler barrel to this stock?
No! Our barrel has a different taper. Use our 42" barrel, which is made for Track, by Colerain.
Can I hand fit Jim Chambers' larger English fowling gun lock?
No! That larger lock hangs over these lock panels, which are perfectly scaled to our 20 gauge 42" barrel with 1" breech.
Our L&R Queen Anne fowling gun flint lock is the ideal style, size, and shape for this fowler.

Our attractive English flint hooked breech and tang, at left, #Plug-EF-16-3, was installed, polished and engraved for an elegant look.

We offer several choices of plugs, straight or flared tang, or hooked breech, to fit our 42" Colerain barrel.

Select 20, 24 or 28 gauge, .54 or .58 rifled, 1" octagon breech, threaded for 3/4-16 plug.

Advanced options:
Our 1" English fowler flint plug, #Plugs-EF-16-3 can be fitted into this parts set. It has an ideal shape for a English fowler. The threaded plug fits inside the barrel, with no extended octagon "false breech" addition. This allows this plug to be used without affecting the pre-inletting of the octagon-to-round barrel. The tang is shaped with two ears and a concave radius between. A small pin lug is integral to the bottom of the tang. You will also need 3 keys and slotted underlugs.

#Plugs-EF-16-3 English fowling gun plug & tang, 3/4-16 only $43.99
#UL-NW-3 underlug, slotted for key only $2.50
#UL-NW-S3 underlug, slotted for key, round bottom only $2.79
#Key-35-I Key, small, steel only $5.99
#Key-35-B Key, small, brass only $3.99

Walnut is the correct choice for an English fowling gun.
The thumb piece and the engraving on the buttplate add interest.